Alufe Ha Haskalah Avraham Mapu Yehudah Leb
the epistolary story in haskalah literature: isaac euchelâ•Žs 'igrot meshulam' - starsbrary.ucf - this
study ofthe epistolary genre in hebrew haskalah literature exam-ines several epistolarypiecespublished in
hame'asef, thejournalofgerman haskalah. in particular, it looks at isaac euchel's "lgrot meshulam ben uriyah
ha'eshtemoi," considered thefirst epistolary writing in modern he-brew belle lettres. life in the united states
1878–1881, according to ha-zefirah - life in the united states 1878–1881, according to ha-zefirah • 63
(such as had finally been achieved in germany after decades of struggle). in the late 1870s, hopeful of the
broader integration of russian and polish jews into . civil society, ha-zefirah expressed devotion to the russian
government and to the tsar. varieties of haskalah: sabato morais's program of sephardi rabbinic
humanism in victorian america - university of pennsylvania scholarlycommons - varieties of haskalah:
sabato morais's program of sephardi rabbinic humanism in victorian america arthur kiron ... city's ha~am
(sephardi rabbinic authority), abraham barukh piperno. 9 the rabbinical degree of "maskil," the equivalent of a
teacher's certificate, was everyday jewish life in imperial russia - muse.jhu - everyday jewish life in
imperial russia chaeran y. freeze, jay m. harris published by brandeis university press freeze, y. & harris, m..
everyday jewish life in imperial russia: select documents, 1772–1914. the gaon of vilna - muse.jhu - the
gaon of vilna immanuel etkes published by university of california press etkes, immanuel. the gaon of vilna:
the man and his image. berkeley: university of california press, 2002. the maskil , the convert, and the
[ayin ]agunah : joseph perl as a historian of jewish divorce law - trusted non-jewish sources of
knowledge, and earned their livelihoods primarily through petty trade and leasing. 9 i have chosen to focus
this ar ticle on perl’s treat- ment of divorce law because, as perl knew, the unilateral nature of the halakhah on
divorce made it, alone of the issues he historicized in his treatise, impervious neglected origins of modern
hebrew prose: hasidic and maskilic travel narratives - thecolleger - neglected origins of modern
hebrew prose: hasidic and maskilic travel narratives by ken frieden1 the emergence of modern hebrew
literature has too often been represented as a straight line from enlightenment authors’ meliz.a to “mendele’s
nusah.” in s. y.
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